Abstract. This chapter provides an accessible and straightforward tour through some of the most basic notions and remarkable phenomena in machine-independent computational complexity. It includes versions of the recursion, compression, speedup, gap, union, and honesty theorems. Where possible, the results are derived from machine-dependent ones, in the particularly convenient concrete setting of space-bounded Turing ma chines.
Introduction
The familiar measures of computational complexity are time and space. Gen erally speaking, time is the number of discrete steps in a computation, and space is the number of distinct storage locations accessed by the instructions of the com putation.
What we would like to classify is the computational complexity of an entire problem; but a problem has a count ably infinite number of "instances", and may be solved in many different ways, on many different computer architectures. Since an overall solution has a time complexity and a space complexity for each instance, we can specify its complexity as a function on problem instances, or, for more gross purposes, on some measure of the "size" of problem instances. To specify the computational time or space used by a partial solution, we can use a partial function.
Each separate solution to a problem will have its own computational complex ity. What should be the time or space complexity of the problem? The natural desire is to choose the smallest such complexity as the inherent one. A set of com plexities, however, since they are functions and not mere members of the set N of natural numbers, need not necessarily have a smallest member; there might be "trade-offs", or even infinite descending chains. If no one solution for a problem does have the least complexity, we say that the problem "has speedup", basing our terminology on the special case of time complexity. We show in this chapter that there really are computational problems with arbitrarily dramatic speedup; and we show, on the other hand, that there are problems without it (i.e., that do have essentially optimum solutions). Moreover, we show that the existence of these phe nomena is "machine independent", depending neither on the choice of complexity measure nor on the choice of computer architecture, within reason.
Another natural, but very different, notion of complexity is program size [4] . Program size is just a single natural number, so a problem does have a well-defined best complexity of this static variety, at least for a particular, fixed computer archi tecture. It turns out that the essential features of this notion of complexity are again "machine independent" [4, 13] . What is more remarkable, however, is the drastic inherent trade-offs that can exist between program size and dynamic computational complexity [24] .
Although we are interested in machine-independent phenomena, we will start in a very specific, concrete setting. Our results in this setting can be viewed ini tially as mere illuminating examples. In the end, however, we will derive most of our machine-independent results as corollaries of these machine-dependent ones, a method first used by Hartmanis and Hopcroft [10] . There is an alternative approach based on Manuel Blum's two simple axioms [3] (see below), that can be viewed as machine-independent from the outset. For more complete coverage of both ap proaches, and for many additional research directions, the reader is encouraged to consult additional surveys, overviews, and research literature. The recent presen tations in [7] and [29] are additional good sources of pointers into the literature to date.
Simple Turing Machines, and Space Complexity
The machines we consider each consist of a finite-state program with access t9 an input tape and a single storage tape. Recorded on the input tape is an input word, a nonnull, finite string of characters from some finite input alphabet. (If E is the alphabet, then E+ denotes the set of all such strings.) Recorded on the storage tape is a string of characters from the fixed, binary alphabet {O, I}. The initial content of the storage tape is the trivial word '0', of length 1. (In general, we denote the length of a word x by Ixl.) A separate tape head is maintained in some position, initially the leftmost one, on each of the two tapes. The finite state program consists of a finite set of (control) states, one of which is designated as the initial one, and a finite function indicating how each next computational "action" depends on the visible "display" of the current total state of the entire machine. (In this chapter, we consider only deterministic automata; so we assume each next action is fully determined by the current display.) The display consists of the current control state of the program, the symbol being "scanned" by each tape head, and indication whether each tape head is scanning its tape's leftmost or rightmost symbol. Each action can change the control state and also do any of the following: write °or lover the scanned symbol on the storage tape; shift a tape head left or right, respectively, if it is not already at the left or right end of its tape;
and append an additional °onto the right end of the storage tape, if the head is currently at that end. (Because of this special role for 0, we sometimes refer to it as the "blank" storage tape symbol.) Note that the machine cannot modify or extend its input tape, but that it can modify its storage tape and extend it arbitrarily far to the right. Let us call such a machine an STM (for "simple Turing machine").
From the informal description above, it should be clear how an STM starts and runs on an arbitrary word over its input alphabet. To view it as computing some function or partial function of its input, we must adopt some output convention. For a finite-valued function, we could specify a distinct "final" control state for each possible value, and say that the computed value is the one (if any) whose corresponding final state is first entered. For a more general function, the convention could be to leave the output value encoded somehow at the left end of the storage tape if and when a designated final state is first entered.
Under the output conventions suggested above, we can view computations as ending when they first enter final states, since subsequent steps do not affect their output. This finally leads to a definition of space complexity: The space SpaceM(x) used by STM M on input x is the length of M's storage tape if and when its com putation on that input ends. SpaceM(x) is undefined if the computation by M on input x does not end. We denote this lack of definition by SpaceM(x) = 00, even though this makes it look like SpaceM(x) is defined, and even though a nonterrni nating computation might not ever use much space (if it is in a "loop"). (Again the terminology follows time complexity more closely: A nonterminating computation does consume infinite time.) A benefit is that our implicit conventions regarding arithmetic and comparisons when some of the operands might be undefined are consistent with viewing 00 as "the value infinity" . Actually, it is safe to ignore looping (nonterminating computation on bounded space). From each STM that might loop, we can construct an equivalent one that does not (equivalent in the sense that it computes the same partial function, in exactly the same space). Moreover, the non looping STM's obtained in this way are easily recognizable, syntactically. For a description of this construction, see [26] .
Our first example of the speedup phenomenon is a simple but universal one: The space complexity of any solution to any problem can be reduced by any con stant c; i.e., whatever an STM can do in space Sex), another STM can do in space
By induction, it suffices to prove this for c =1.
Proof: The idea of the simulation is for M' to maintain the one leftmost bit of M's storage tape in its finite control, and to maintain only the rest of M's storage tape, including head position, on its own storage tape. Of course exceptions must be made until the length of M's storage tape reaches 2, and whenever that tape's head scans its leftmost symbol. At each successive instant, the control state of M' will consist of the current control state of M, the leftmost bit of M's storage tape, indication whether M's storage tape has yet reached length 2, and indication whether M's storage tape head currently scans the leftmost symbol on its tape. It is inductively straightforward for M' to maintain all this and simultaneously to determine and simulate the successive transitions of M. 0
Recursion, Padding, and Compression
The second phenomenon is sometimes referred to as "compression". Since the additive-constant speedup phenomenon above is universal, we cannot expect to find a problem whose optimum complexity is completely compressed down to a single, precise space bound. It turns out, however, that additive-constant speedup is the only such concession we have to make.
So that we can conveniently ignore additive-constant speedup, we define a slightly "blurred" partial order ~ on functions and partial functions, so that f( x) ~ g(x) holds if and only if there is some additive constant c such that, for every z , f( x) ~ c+g(x). In these terms, we have seen that we cannot hope to avoid speedup 
ln
Before we turn to the proof itself, let us introduce some additional technical machinery, notation, and terminology. The proof will involve diagonalization by an STM over other STM's, so we will need a way for an STM to represent other STM's on its tapes. Straightforward formalization and binary encoding of our informal definition of STM's computing partial functions from E+ to {a, I} yields an easily decodable binary string, or "program", describing each such machine. For each binary string e, let Me be the machine described bye. (Not every binary string will describe an (explicitly nonlooping) STM via our formalization; but the ones that do not will be easily recognizable, and we adopt the convention that each of these does implicitly "describe" some one fixed machine of our choice.) Let <pe (x) denote the partial function computed by Me, and let Se(x) =SpaceM.(x). (Recall that the latter is defined on precisely the same domain as the former.) Finally, say that a total space bound S: E+ -+ N is constructible if there is an STM that, on each input string x, extends its storage tape to length exactly Sex), zeros it out, and halts, having "constructed" or "laid out" space Sex). For example, n 3 , 2 n , n!,
/ 3
J, and all other common superlogarithmic functions of n = Ixl turn out to be constructible, including all the ones in Grzegorczyk's class £2 [21, Section 4] .
Several of our proofs will involve procedures that "invoke themselves recur sively". Implementation of such procedures is easiest and most transparent on "stored program" computers. Now that we do see how to develop the notion of a machine's "program", let us go back and slightly revise our STM model to include a "stored program" feature. First, we syntactically add one new "action" to the original definition. Our intention is for the new action to involve writing the next bit of the machine's own program code, if there is a next one, over the scanned symbol on the storage tape. With just the syntactic definition, we can already proceed to assign program codes as outlined above; and, having done so, we are able finally to complete the semantic part of the definition in the intended way. Noting that we can easily transform an STM of either variety into an equivalent one of the other variety, we may as well adopt the enhanced version as our standard.
To facilitate the implementation of even mutual recursion, we place one more, explicit but harmless, constraint on the assignment of program codes: At the end of every well-formed code, there should be a clearly delimited block of "unreachable code" , more appropriately viewed as a "data segment". To design a pair of mutually recursive STM's, then, we can simply write programs that differ only in the first bit of this data. Each of the two machines can do its own thing, according to the value of this bit; and each can also easily convert its own, directly available, program code to the other's, for the sake of mutual recursion.
To illustrate the utility of our newly enhanced STM model in the simplest possible setting, we give a transparent alternative to the usual obscure proof of the "fixed-point" version of Kleene's recursion theorem [23] . The result itself will turn out to be machine-independent.
Recursion Theorem. Proof: If e includes no instructions to retrieve its own code, and ifits "data segment" contains only 0's, then just add one more 0 to the data. Otherwise, straightforwardly transform, in some standard, simple, one-to-one way, to a code that does not include self-retrieval instructions, and that has an empty data segment. 0
Proof of the compression theorem: Any constructible S will do. There is a con structible space bound above any computable function, since an STM can compute the function and then go on to extend its storage tape according to the computed value.
We define P( x) for one x at a time, considering input strings x in their natural order -c. ( 2. There is no harm in cancelling some e's more than once, perhaps saving much of the space necessary for a full check into past accomplishments. 3. There is no harm in cancelling some e's earlier or later than we had planned, perhaps saving much of the space necessary to determine exactly the originally intended ordering. 4. There is no harm in never explicitly cancelling some of those e's for which <Pe is not total, since P will differ from these merely by being total.
Taking advantage of all these observations, we decide, on input x, to cancel c(x) = min{ e I Sex) is enough space to simulate Me on input x, but not enough to discover that e =c(x') for some x' < x}.
(When this set is empty, arbitrarily cancel some fixed e with Se identically equal to 1.) Note that it is the first condition that raises suspicion that maybe S; >f:. S.
The second condition might be satisfied either because space S(z) is inadequate for the review, or simply because e has not yet been cancelled; our choice of c(z) is based on the latter hope. The key to the tightness of our compression theorem is that a single "universal" STM, given an arbitrary STM program code e on its storage tape, can simulate Me in space equal to just Se(X) plus some constant C e that depends only on e. Assuming an appropriate (but straightforward) formalization and encoding, in fact, c, = lei will suffice; the idea is for the universal STM to maintain on its storage tape an up to-date replica of Me's storage tape, but with a copy of a slightly modified version of the self-delimiting program code e inserted at the current head position. The main reason for modification of the code is to indicate which is the current control state of Me; redundant, and hence temporarily changeable, copies of each bit facilitate such marking. Such marking also makes it possible to compare state labels, in order to find each next control state of Ate.
In terms of the simulation we have outlined, the condition that "S( x) is enough space to simulate Me on input z" becomes simply "S(x) 2: Se(X) + lei". Once e= c(x) is known, therefore, it will be straightforward by simulation within space Sex) to compute <Pe(X) for the sake of diagonalization.
To compute c(x) within space Sex), we use a recursive procedure. The first step is to layout space exactly S(x). Within that space, never again extending the storage tape, we write down each successive binary string e until we find one that qualifies to be c(x), or until the next one would not fit within the allocated space.
For each such e, we check whether universal simulation of Me on input x overflows the allocated space. (Except when the simulation fills the entire tape, this requires recognition of a simulated right end that is not the actual right end of the storage tape. A suitable convention under such circumstances is to maintain a 1 in the first unused position, and O's in all the rest.)
If the universal simulation does overflow, then e does not satisfy the condition 
(even a constant one), but such that K(P,S') > h(K(P,S» unless S'(x) t Sex).
(h is defined to be limit-computable if hen) = lim m ..... oo gem, n) for each n, for some computable function g.)
Proof idea: Adapt the proof of the compression theorem by adding the following additional requirement for membership of e in the set of candidates for c(x):
It "looks like" lei does not exceed h(leo/), where eo is the program code for the STM being designed.
To implement the "looks like" aspect, make use of the approximation gem, leo!), for m as large as possible within the available space. If S(x) tends to infinity, then the set will be empty when x gets sufficiently large, so that we are free to make P(x) = 0 almost everywhere (i.e., with only finitely many exceptions). 0 Through mutual recursion, one can work out multistep versions of the above trade-off. See [24] for the details, and for many more results on trade-offs between program size and computational complexity, in some very general settings.
Gaps and Arbitrary Speedup
Before we turn explicitly to the speedup phenomenon, let us reexamine the specification of the predicate P in the proof of the compression theorem. The mere definition of the cancellation function, and hence of P itself, does not depend on the constructibility of S. We will see below that this slight generalization of the compression theorem is a major step in the proof of the speedup theorem.
Remark. It follows from the Fundamental Theorem [11, 12, 19] (discussed below) that the subconstructibility hypothesis in Lemma 1 can be weakened all the way to mere computability. For the compression theorem, on the other hand, it is not enough for S to be computable. The disparity is explained by the "gap" phe nomenon.
The weak version of the gap phenomenon is that there are computable space bounds S: r;+ --+ N such that whatever an STM can do within space S, it can actually do in much less space, so that there is a "complexity gap" below S, in which no function's inherent space complexity lies. In fact it is easy to design S with the even stronger property that not even one particular STM can use space that lies in the gap infinitely often [28, 6] ; thus there are computable space bounds with no constructible space bounds anywhere nearby, explaining the disparity described above. For a mundane "doubly exponential" gap, for example, one can design S as follows: For each e , choose Sex) so that the interval from Sex) down to log log S(x) misses S. (x) for every e =5 e, It is straightforward to check whether a prospective choice is satisfactory; and there are only a finite number of spoiling values S. (x) to "dodge". With more effort, one can obtain a slightly (but necessarily) weaker gap as big as any "computable operator that preserves totalness" [8, 30] . We state this result below, without proof.
A computable operator is a mapping from computable partial functions to com putable partial functions, that can be specified by a computable program transfor mation. More formally, using STM codes as our programs, F is a computable It remains only to prove Lemmas 2 and 3. Since the demands of the latter dictate the appropriate notion of uniform subconstructibility, we give its proof first.
Proof of Lemma 3:
The argument is reminiscent of the proof of the compression theorem. We define S(x) for one x at a time, again considering input strings x in their natural order. Again the specification involves diagonalization, but the task seems more difficult this time: If there is no i for which Se t gl, then we must design S so that S, ~ S; but setting no single value of S can guarantee this, thereby decisively "cancelling" e. All we can do on a particular input x is to "attack" some e = a(x). The problem turns out not to be a real one, however, since, by the padding lemma, there are so many other STM codes e' with Se' identical to Se.
To attack e on input z ; we simply define B(x) to be ge(x) (identifying e with its position in the standard ordering of binary strings). On the assumption that there is no i for which Be t gi, we have in particular that S, ~ ge, so that the choice of S(x) is a modest step toward arranging Be ~ S. In terms of the "attack function" a, our definition is simply
to complete the definition of 5, it remains only to define a.
On input z , we attack STM code a(x) = min{ e Ige(x) is enough space to simulate Me on input z , but not enough to discover that e =a(x') for some x' < x }.
(When this set is empty, we conservatively take a(x) = 1 and attack the very first STM code, thus defining Sex) to be gl(X).) Note that the first condition raises suspicion that Se ' i:. ge, and hence at least a faint suspicion that there is no i for which S, ~ gj. Based only on some fixed algorithm for computing gj(x) from i and z , we can implement the recursive review as in the proof of the compression theorem, to get a total attack function a(x) and a resulting computable space bound S(x). It remains only to show, for each e, that S satisfies S :::5 Se if and only if some gj satisfies gj :::5 Se, and to show that S is subconstructible.
First, note that e does get attacked (i.e., e = a(x) for some x) if it satisfies Se ' i:. ge' The argument is familiar from the proof of the compression theorem: Just consider the first x so large that every e' < e that ever gets attacked is a(x ') for some x' < x, and such that ge(x) is enough space both to simulate Me on input x (ge(x) -Se(X) ~ leI) and to discover an earlier attack on each such e', For that z ,
By the padding lemma, there is an infinite sequence of STM codes ei < e2 < e3 < '" such that S, =Sel = Se~ =Se. = .". 
The argument that a( x) exceeds i whenever x and S(x) are sufficiently large is again familiar. Just consider x so large that every e' $ i that ever gets attacked is a(x ') for some x' < x, and Sex) 'so large that it is enough space to discover the earliest attack on each such e'. Then, since 9a(r)(X) = Sex), a(x) $ i would imply choice of a(x) in violation of the second requirement.
Finally, we must show how to "sub construct" S. The idea is to try, within the preallocated space, for each successive STM code e, to layout space ge(x) and to check within that space whether e satisfies the two qualification conditions for a( x). (It is the successive sub constructions that dictate the need for uniform subcon structibility. Note the importance of not losing track of e in the sub construction of ge(x), since the process must be able to continue later with the correct next value.) It might be necessary to skip the first few values of e, since, for those values, ge(x) might exceed the preallocated space; but, if one of these skipped values is a( z}, then Sex) = 9a(x)(X) exceeds the preallocated space, so that subconstructibility places no constraint at all on the outcome. So when the first e qualifies, we can assume that a(x) is that e. Similarly, we can assume a(x) = 1 if we discover that no e will qualify. It is straightforward in either case to sub construct space ga(x)(x) = Sex), preallocation permitting. 0
Proof of Lemma 2:
The obvious idea is to design a recursive STM to uniformly sub construct an appropriate sequence gl ~ 92 ~ 93 ~ .... Given inputs i and x, and a space preallocation, the machine should try to calculate F(gj+t}(x) in unary within the preallocated space, saving i and sub constructing the "high-water mark" , the rightmost position needed for the calculation. This will guarantee that gj ~ F(gi+d (everywhere!), but it will not guarantee that the gi's are total. (We have already observed that they cannot all be total if there are no exceptions to the inequalities gi ~ f(gi+d·)
Because F preserves totalness, we do know that each gi will be total if gi+l is. We modify our design to include one auxiliary partial function go such that every other gi is total if go is not total, and also such that go is total if and only if every other gi is total, all while introducing only finitely many exceptions to each inequality gi ~ F(gi+l) (i ~ 1): As before, given inputs i and z , and a space preallocation, the machine works within the preallocated space, saving i and finally subconstructing the high-water mark. If i = 0, it tries to calculate gj(Y) in unary for all i, Y < x (j f 0), finally concluding its sub construction task by restoring the contents of the storage tape and positioning the storage head at the high-water mark. (This guarantees that go will be total if and only if gj is total for every j > 0.) If i > 0, it first tries for Ixl steps to calculate go(z) for all z < i. If it fails to complete the calculation of any of these values (for lack of either space or time), then it concludes its sub construction at this point. (If go is not total, it will fail whenever i is sufficiently large, thus guaranteeing that gi is total for each such i. Since we will continue to have gi (i ~ 1) total whenever gi+l is, this will guarantee, in turn, that gi is total for every i ~ 1.) On the other hand, if it successfully calculates go(z) for every z < i, as it is in fact bound to do for every sufficiently large preallocation and input string z , then it goes on with the original plan, trying to calculate F(gi+l)(X) in unary before concluding the sub construction of the high-water mark. The arbitrarily dramatic speedup of our speedup theorem, on the other hand, cannot be effective. It is easy to design Me to compute t, and it is easy to design Me to simulate Mq(e), but it seems hard to design Me to do both. The trick is to design two STM's, M eo and Me" interdependent through mutual recursion. On a particular input, one of the two could make sure to compute f, and the other could behave like Mq(eo) or Mq(e,), whichever requires less space. If we assign the two roles appropriately, then the machine not explicitly computing f will be behaving like the (would-be) speedup of the other, and hence hopefully computing f for that reason. Because our tentative argument is circular, however, with ipeo = ipe, = f and ipe; = ipq(e;) depending on each other, we need an additional delicate "recursive review" patch.
On input z, within (relatively insignificant) space lxi, for as long an initial segment of inputs x' < x as possible, Me; checks the three-way equality ipq(eo)(x') = ipq(e,)(x') = f(x') and whether or not x' is "special". It declares x itself to be special if it is the very first input or if all the space allocated was needed to reach the last successfully checked special x'. (By induction, x will be the very next special input after x' in the latter case, and the sequence of special inputs will be infinite.) If x is not special, or if the three-way equalities did not all hold, then Me; just goes on to behave like M on x, explicitly computing f(x). Otherwise (i.e., if x is special and all the successfully checked three-way equalities did hold), Me. 
Proof: If not, then consider the least x for which ipeo(x) or ipe, (x) differs from f(x).
The two cases are symmetric, so assume it is ipeo(x) that differs from f(x). By design, x must be special, and we must have ipeo(x) = ipq(e,)(x) and ipe,(
with ipq(e,)(x) 1: f(x). For each x' < x, ipe,(x') = f(x') by assumption; and, for each x' > x, we will have ipe,(x') = f(x') by design. (On each special x' > x, Me, will discover that ipq(e,)(x) 1: f(x).) Therefore, ipe, is f but ipq(e,) is not, a contradiction. 0
It follows that all the three-way equalities will always check out. Either for i = 0 or for i = 1, therefore, there will be an infinite sequence of special inputs x on which Me. ends up behaving like Mq(e,_.) on x and using space little more than
Sq(e,_;)(x) ~ Sq(e;)(x).
Since F is large, this contradicts the original supposition that F(Sq(e.» ~ Se. holds almost everywhere. 0
Effective speedup of a weaker sort is possible. It is possible, for example, if we weaken our requirement from "F(S') ~ S almost everywhere" to just "F(S') ~ S infinitely often (i.o.)" (i.e., F(S')(x) ~ S(x) for infinitely many values of x). In fact, it is easy to arrange such "i.o.-speedup" all the way down to a trivial complexity level:
"Leveling" Theorem for STM space. Before we go on to develop the notion of machine independence, and to derive machine-independent results from the machine-dependent ones we have proven so far, we should mention that our compression and speedup results for STM space complexity can be combined and strengthened to yield an exact characterization of those "prospective STM space complexities" that are "realizable".
A prospective (STM space) complexity is just a set C of STM codes. We write To complete a proof of the Fundamental Theorem, it suffices to prove an alter native to our Lemma 2, saying that, for every prospective complexity C that satisfies the three conditions, there is a uniformly sub constructible decreasing sequence {g,}, essentially as above, such that, for each STM code e, S, !: C if and only if S; !: 9, for some i.
From the Fundamental Theorem, one can prove our versions of the compres sion and speedup theorems as easy corollaries. One can also conclude that, for every computable function, there is a predicate with exactly the same STM space complexity, strongly justifying the emphasis in complexity theory on computing predicates and recognizing languages.
Machine Independence
Let us turn now to machine independence. A theorem on "machine-indepen dent computational complexity" will have to be true for every "machine model" and "measure of computational complexity". To make this precise, we need rigorous but broad notions of what can be a machine model and what can be a complexity measure.
We consider the issue of machine model first. Recall that, in the case of the STM, we formalized and encoded machine descriptions to pin down the details of the model. The result was what we now call a programming system, in which each binary "program" code e specifies a partial function <Pe. Rather than generalize the informal notion of "machine model", we focus on the resulting programming systems, viewing each code e as a "program" for, or particular instance of, some implicit "machine" that computes the partial function 4>e.
Not every programming system is reasonable. One expectation by modern pro grammers and those familiar with the Church-Turing thesis [23] is that programs written in any feasible programming language can be translated, or "compiled" , into any other serious programming language. Although there might be other reasonable expectations, this one weak requirement turns out to be enough for a useful defini tion [22] : A programming system {<Pe} is reasonable (or perhaps we should say "as reasonable as the STM system") if there exist computable translations (or "cross compilers") I, g: to, 1}+ -+ to, 1}+ such that, for each program code e, 4>e = CPJ(e) and CPe = 4>g(e)' For any truly reasonable programming system, of course, the trans lations I and 9 would be efficiently computable; but, by adopting the more liberal definition, we will be able to see that the results we have been using and proving for STM's are machine-independent in the most robust sense.
For example, it already follows from our liberal definition that every reasonable programming system {<Pe} has all of the following properties [22, 15] 
(Recursion theorem) For each total, computable program transformation
T: to, 1}+ -+ to, 1}+, there is a fixed point e, itself computable from a program code for T, such that 4>e =tPT(e). 6 . (Padding lemma) There is a computable, one-to-one "padding" function p of two variables such that tPe = <Pp(e,i) for every program code e and integer i.
(Isomorphism theorem)
There is a bijective (i.e., one-to-one and onto) com putable translation I such that 4>e =CPJ(e) for every program code e.
To see that every reasonable programming system {4>e} has these seven prop erties, first note that the STM system does, and then try to translate the properties to {4>e}. For properties 1-4, this is completely straightforward. To find the fixed point for property 5, first find a fixed point e' for the composite transformation lOT 0 g in the STM system, and then use its translation gee'): tPg(e /) = CPe' =
CPJ(T(g(e ' ») = <PT(g(e / ».
Assuming property 6, it is not hard to obtain the bijection for property 7:
Starting with an empty partial function I, extend both the domain and the range 13 of f to include each successive e. To assign f(e) or f-1(e) , translate e and pad enough times to obtain an equivalent program that has not yet been assigned.
To prove property 6, we would like to translate to the STM programming system, pad there, and translate back. There is a problem, however, because the translations might not be one-to-one. Property 7 would solve our problem, but we have already used property 6 in its proof. The solution is to settle first for a weakened version of property 7, the proof of which is the only tricky step in the whole sequence.
Injection Lemma. Between any pair of reasonable programming systems, there is a one-to-one computable translation.
Proof: Start with any computable translation h from {¢~} to {¢e}, and aim to replace the images h(e) in the unprimed system by a sequence of respectively equiv alent but distinct programs there.
In the unprimed programming system, let s be the computable s-1-1 function of property 4. We will choose do so that, for each e, s(d o, e) will be usable as the desired replacement for h(e).
We obtain do as the fixed point of a computable program transformation T that transforms program d in such a way that
(To get such a transformation, straightforwardly design an STM to produce the de sired output, and then translate the result into the unprimed abstract programming system.) Since ¢'(do,e) =¢do(e,x) =¢r(do)(e,x), this yields
otherwise.
To complete our proof, we must show that s(d o ,e) is a one-to-one function of e, and that ¢'(do,e) = ¢h(e) for every e. If the former is true, then certainly the latter will be true, since s( do, e) will never belong to {s( do, e') I e' < e} or {s ( Our notion of a complexity measure on an arbitrary programming system {¢e} should generalize our space measure {Se} on the STM programming system {l{Je}. To each partial function ¢e, it should assign an appropriate "resource bound" q>e'
Since neither the "machine model" nor its "resource" is explicit, the constraints will have to be abstract axioms. In our liberal definition, there will be only two such axioms [3] :
AI. For each e, q>e is defined on precisely the same domain as ¢e.
A2. It is decidable from e, x, and b whether 4>e(x) =b.
Note that the prototype measure {Se} on {l{Je} does satisfy these axioms. The natural notions of time also satisfy them. Our notion of complexity measure is so general that it actually obviates the need to look at more than one reasonable programming system {¢e}. If {q>~} is any complexity measure on any other reasonable programming system {4>~}, then there is a complexity measure {~e} on {4>e} that is equivalent in the following strong sense: For each e, there is an e' such that 4>~, = 4>e and ~~, =~e; and, for each e '; there is an e such that 4>e = 4>~, and ~ e = ~~/ In other words, each partial function is computable in exactly the same resource bounds in the two systems. Design of~e is easy: Just take it to be ~/(e)' where f is a bijective computable translation from the unprimed programming system to the primed one. When it is convenient, therefore, we can restrict attention to anyone particular programming system-to our formalization of STM's, for example. Of course complexity measures that seem natural in other programming systems might appear quite obscure when translated to STM's.
Through "cross compilation", it turns out that many complexity results carry over from one reasonable programming system and complexity measure to all oth ers. This includes even the Fundamental Theorem, although the published versions [14, 25] For r: 17+ x N -+ N, the binary relation =r is defined in terms of the binary rela tion ~r. If tPl and tP2 are partial functions from 17+ to N, then we say that tPl ~r tP2 holds if tPl (e) ~ r( e, ,h(x)) holds for almost every x, and we say that tPl =r tP2 holds if both tPl ~r tP2 and tP2 ~r tPl hold; Note that, notation notwithstanding, neither ~r nor =r is transitive, in general.
Remarks. (i) Machine-based complexity theory dwells on questions such as how small the function r can be for specific programming systems and complexity mea sures of interest. (In general, of course, there might not be one best r; the recursive relation itself might happen to have speedup.) The issues include the relative effi ciency of various machine models and the relationship between the time and space measures on any particular model.
(ii) Our development provides no good reason, except for technical need, to tolerate finitely many exceptions to the inequality defining ~r. In the concrete case of STM's, we can modify the behavior of any machine in an arbitrary way on any particular finite set of input strings, without affecting its behavior elsewhere; but this need not be the case in an abstract setting. Some have proposed the imposition of an additional "finite-patching" axiom, to better capture the notion of "naturalness" for a complexity measure [27] .
Proof of the recursive-relatedness theorem: We can take e' to be f(e) for any fixed computable translation f from the unprimed programming system to the primed one. Certainly, then, 4>~, =4>e. If P satisfies the conclusion of the asserted corollary.
Since P is computable within space Sd, recursive relatedness guarantees that it is computable in the abstract system within some resource bound if>e l =ro Sd =ro if>e, which implies by composition that if>e l =r if>e. On the other hand, if P is computable in the abstract system within resource bound if>e"' then it is computable on an STM within a space bound Sd" that must satisfy both Sd" =ro if>e ll ( 
B).)
Proof idea: Take B in the middle of a gap that is enough bigger than the recursive relationship between the two complexity measures. 0
Remark. Yet another pursuit of machine-based complexity is to show that particular complexity measures of interest can differ.
As an example of an interesting machine-independent theorem that apparently does not generalize by recursive relatedness, we give the "union theorem" [16] . Proof: What we really prove is even stronger, and has very little to do with complex ity classes: Given any nondecreasing sequence of functions {B;} and any sequence of functions {lPe} to "dodge", there is a function Boo that bounds every B; almost everywhere, and such that every lP e that is bounded by Boo almost everywhere is already bounded by some B; almost everywhere. Moreover, Boo is computable if {B;} and {cP e } are uniformly computable and {cP e } satisfies axiom A2 for complexity measures.
We define Boo(x) for one x at a time, considering arguments x in their usual natural order. To insure that Boo bounds every B; almost everywhere, we must take care that it should eventually stop dipping below each B;; we will check this explicitly at the end of the proof. To dodge the functions we should dodge, we aim to "attack" each pair (e, i) for which B; is not bounded almost everywhere by cP e , and for which i > e holds. An attack will consist of a distinct dip by Boo below cP e, so that, if (e, i) gets attacked for all i > e, Boo will dip below lP e infinitely often, as required. Unsurprisingly, our strategy on argument x is to attack the smallest pair (e, i), if there is one, that satisfies i < x, that was not attacked on any earlier argu ment z' < e, and that satisfies cPe(x) > B;(x) [i.e., lPe(x) = b for no b < B;(x), which is decidable if axiom A2 holds). Since we attack no pair more than once, we do eventually attack every pair (e, i) for which lP e > B; holds infinitely often. The method of attack is simply to set Boo(x) to B;(x) < lPe(x). In the exceptional case that no pair is eligible for attack, set Boo(x) to Bz(x).
Finally, to see that our Boo does eventually stop dipping below B;, note that
Boo (x) < B;(x) holds only if some pair (e, i') with e < i' < i gets attacked on argument x, or if x < i. Since no pair is attacked twice, the number of such arguments x is some finite number that depends only on i. 0 As a final example, we describe a version of the "honesty" or "naming" theorem of McCreight and Meyer [16] . Informally, the theorem states that every complexity class with a computable name also has an "honest" name, by which we mean a naming resource bound whose arguments and values are an "honest indication" of its complexity. More formally, call a function B: E+ ---;. N h-honest if there is some program code e for which <P. is B, and for which 4>.(x) S h(x, B( x) [20] : The construction, like the one for the union theorem, actually has very little to do with complexity classes. (In fact both results can be viewed as consequences of a single closure property for classes of program codes [9] .) From B =<P.o, we construct an honest bound B' in such a way that each 4>. lies below B' almost everywhere if and only if it lies below B almost everywhere.
For this construction, we do not define B' (x) strictly according to the natural order of its arguments x. Instead, we "dovetail" through an infinite number of "opportunities" for each of the infinitely many arguments z , until we discover the first "appropriate" opportunity to define each B'(x). If stage n of the dovetailing is the i-th opportunity to define B' at argument x, then we consider defining B' (x) to be i.
The decision whether to define B' (x) = i at this stage n is based on a growing, ordered agenda that we maintain. At stage n there is one agenda item for each program code e < n. The agenda item for e indicates whether or not we are looking currently for an(other) opportunity for B to dip below 4>e-The decision is made ' as follows:
(1) Do not redefine B'(x) if it has been defined already at some stage n' < n.
(2) Otherwise, do define B'(x) if the definition would fulfill a positive agenda item for some e (i < 4>.(x) for that e) without violating any negative item for an e' higher on the agenda than e (i ~ ~.,(X) for each such e ').
The agenda is updated as follows: For a careful proof that B' meets our specifications and is h-honest for some computable h that depends only on {cP.} and {4>.}, see [20] . 0 Finally, we should note that machine independence is known not to be generally decidable. In particular, it is not decidable from a property of computable partial functions whether the property is measure independent [2] . 
